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Abstract — We introduce CHALLENGER 2, a demonstrative project in the field of concurrent Natural Language Processing/Machine Translation. This paper gives an overview on the purpose of this project, the linguistic model involved, its computational support and current state of work. An interpreter and a compiler written in DFKI Oz for DFL – a very expressive (kernel) language for HPSGs implementation, built on top of a feature constraint system [5] using F-logic semantics [7] – are briefly presented and evaluated.

1. Introduction: Project Presentation

Automate Machine Translation (MT) is for some of us not a dream. It is (or it may be) just a task to be accomplished. Doing it simply one have to choose:

- the suitable linguistic model, and
- the supporting programming paradigm and language.

The CHALLENGER 2 project has decided respectively for:

- HPSG – the most used frame-based descriptive theory of language, and
- Oz – the first truly multi-paradigm programming language, underlined by a comprehensive theoretical model.\(^2\)

Somehow hidden in between, making in fact the “fix-point” of the current state of work in our project is DFL, a logic Data Frame-based Language for HPSGs implementation. DFL is built on top of a constraint system remaking the F-logic operational semantics [7]. It offers an expressive way to reason on frame data structures extending in some particular respects the Alt-Kaci’s e-terms [1] and Smolka and Treinen’ logic records [12]. An interpreter for DFL has already been written in Oz, and a compiler translating DFL logic programs to Oz is currently implemented at LIFL, France.

The second section of this paper presents the link between HPSGs and DFL, while the third one links DFL to Oz making (hope) some interesting points with respect to the above mentioned implementations. The fourth section gives a first simple example of automatic translation from English into French and Romanian.

The purposed goal of this project is to do demonstrative concurrent Machine Translation from English into Romanian and French.

2. From HPSGs to DFL

Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammars [10] deal with signs, feature-based constructs usually called frames. They express in a unitary form both linguistic data and relations between these data (“principles”). For instance, the simple HPSG grammar implemented by one of the DFKI Oz demonstrative programs can be visualized as the frame in Figure 2.\(^3\)

![Fig. 1. A HPSG sign](image)

OSF was the first constraint system conceived to reason on order-sorted feature constructs [2]. It conceptualizes LIFE, an extension of Prolog with (unification on) e-terms over an a priori given sort hierarchy [1]. Then OSF was followed by CFT, the base constraint system in Oz [3]. Making use of the terminology in [7], we can say that while e-

\(^{2}\)There are a number of Prolog-based systems doing HPSG implementation. The most important are ALE (Attribute Logic Engine) by Bob Carpenter and Gerald Penn at Carnegie-Mellon University and HPSG-JL by Fred Popowich, Snadi Kodric and Carl Vogel at Simon Fraser University of Canada[11].

\(^{3}\)The * marks are tags, + denotes string concatenation, the <> brackets enclose different values for multiple-valued features, _ is the anonymous tag, and () enclose (maybe empty) ordered sequences.
terms have (only) first-order typing features, logic records in CFT have (only) functional features.\textsuperscript{4} F-logic, a new foundation for frame-based and object-oriented languages \textsuperscript{7} introduces F-terms, constructs with both functional and typing features. The so-called Well-Typing Condition Principle links function values to the corresponding types, possibly involving other principles like Type Inheritance, Argument Sub-Typing and Range Super-Typing. F-logic allows F-terms to contain multi-valued features and a higher-order syntax. So, object labels and features (with arguments, values and types) can be represented by Prolog terms.\textsuperscript{5} F-logic completeness w.r.t. a first-order semantics has been proven. We argue that:

- F-terms can serve to adequately represent HPSGs, and
- Reasoning on them could be done quite nice in the functional object-oriented concurrent constraint language Oz.

For the first point, we would consider the simple task to write a program in F-logic doing parsing on the above given HPSG grammar. The program in Figure 2 does this work similarly to the previously referred DFKI Oz demonstrative program.\textsuperscript{6} The first two clauses, C1 and C1', impose that rules' application results are phrases (i.e., two signs L and R should always combine within a sign), and then give the sign's feature structure, according to which one, either R or L, is the head of the sign. The next two clauses, C2 and C2', condition building a phrase by three principles satisfaction: Subcategorization principle\textsuperscript{7}, saturated complements\textsuperscript{8}, and Head-feature principle\textsuperscript{9}. Clauses C3 and C4 carry on lexical recognition and launch parsing. The intermediary parsing function (\texttt{parsel}, defined by C5 and C5') implies application of grammar rules (by using the \texttt{move} function, see clauses C6 and C6'). Finally, the clause C7 prepares for introduction of lexical entries.

The second point stated above makes the central subject of the next section.

DFL is a (constraint) logic language doing Prolog-like inferences on Horn clauses over F-terms. It allows one to reason on a partially known/specicated sort hierarchy. The sort hierarchy can be concurrently completed during goal solving. A bidirectional suspend and resume mechanism relates the goal solver to the hierarchy completer. The feature constraint system underlying DFL was presented in [5].

\textsuperscript{4}Variables in Oz allow one to reason on features as higher-order constructs.
\textsuperscript{5}For efficiency and also sufficiency reasons, we use only Datalog terms.
\textsuperscript{6}In this example, the F-logic syntax was enhanced with the well-known selection operator `\texttt{+}' in object-oriented languages. It is assumed left-associative. The `\texttt{+}' operator corresponds to list construction, and it is right associative. `\texttt{'}' and `\texttt{+}' have lower priority than `\texttt{,}' and `\texttt{''} has greater priority than `\texttt{,}'
\textsuperscript{7}Head's subcategory is a 'cons' made of 1. the category of the complement daughter of the phrase and 2. the phrase subcategory.
\textsuperscript{8}The subcategory of the complement daughter of the phrase should be empty.
\textsuperscript{9}The phrase category is the category of its head.
For example, given the simple DFL program in the Figure 3, the execution of the goal lucy[happy] will suspend until the completion procedure will “close” the program by adding the clause

(D7) lucy:person.

due to Type Inheritance and Well-Typing Conditioning between the (D2) and (D6) clauses.

Order-sorted unification to be implemented in the near future is expected to increase the DFL interpreter efficiency. It will be possible thus to extend Peter Van Roy’s idea for implementing ψ-term unification - using finite domain constraints [8] - to concurrent specification of domains.

The DFL interpreter highly exploits Oz concurrency. Stateful variables acting as unit substitutions were defined and then used for unification, thus dis-mouning monotonic constraint handling on Oz (stateless) variables. There are two versions of stateful variables implemented in the DFL interpreter: one involves object-orientation, the other generates variables as concurrent agents. Sequentialization control in this last version is under study. Frame unification is in progress at the time of writing this paper.

The Oz code in Figure 4 is a simplified version of the main function in the DFL interpreter.

Full object-oriented capacity of Oz will be highly addressed in the DFL into Oz compiler.

3.2 Compiling DFL into Oz

Due to objective limitations, the strength of this subsection is not on the HPSP/DFL into Oz compiling program. We have chosen instead to show how compiled DFL programs look like when translated into Oz programs. Let us consider for instance the translation of the priority given DFL program into Oz, given in figures 5 and 6.

We can set up the following points guiding the compilation work:

i. Ground terms on identification [a[...]] or value/type (a[... → t]) position in the DFL program translate into Oz classes. See for example the classes Person and Albert corresponding respectively to person and albert. They will be further addressed through message passing. This point applies also for Top, the highest class in the is-a hierarchy.

ii. Other ground terms which appear only in the (super)class position of is-a terms (a : c) translate into Oz atoms. This is the case of symmetric and friend.

```plaintext
(D1) X[happy] - X:person[fri → Y].
(D2) person[fri =⇒ person].
(D3) Z[f → W] - W[f: symmetric → Z].
(D4) fri: symmetric.
(D5) albert:person.
(D6) albert[fri =⇒ lucy].
```

Fig. 3. A simple DFL logic program

Due to Type Inheritance and Well-Typing Conditioning between the (D2) and (D6) clauses.

iii. Is-a relationships in the DFL program correspond (in part) to class derivations in Oz. Top is derived from UrObject; the other compiled classes are derived from Top. These relationships together with the remaining others (like friend:symmetric) are stored in the global signature defined by the list IsA. The {SubType X} and {TypeB O C} functions return respectively the list of all descendents of X, and True (respectively False) if O is (is not) derived from C w.r.t. IsA.

iv. Definite ground constraints in DFL translate into Oz features in the case of functional constraints. The “translated” features are unary functions. They will be applied to classes sending messages via a Query/High mechanism.

v. Higher-order functional features in DFL translate into high methods, one for each class, when required. See for example the high method in the Top class. A high method in a class C is a case construct selecting one function for each second-order DFL feature of the sort C. The higher-order protocol in DFL is “reflective” in the sense of [7]. The needed occur-check is implemented via the couple checkIn/checkOut methods in Top.

vi. Goal evaluation (or: entailment for existentially closed constraints in DFL) is managed by the Query function. If no homonymous feature can be found (via the inheritance mechanism of Oz), then explicit access to a higher-order function working for that feature is demanded. This is done by invoking the High function.

```plaintext
fun{ Query Prog Goal } 
  case { ToEnd Goal } then True 
  else 
    HG = { Car Goal } FC = { GetFirst CI Goal } 
    AS = { GetSub FC } OS OG 
    in 
    { Goal saveTo(OG) } { AS saveTo(OS) } 
    { ForSomeB Prog } 
    fun({ Clause }) 
      { Clause renew } HC = { First { GetClause Clause } } 
    in 
      case { Unify HG#(AS.list) HC#({ GetSub Clause } . list } then 
        NewClause = { New CI } 
        init([Tail { GetClause Clause } ] { GetSub Clause } ) 
        NewGoal = { New LazyList init(NewClausal Goal) } 
        in 
          case { Query Prog NewGoal } then True 
          else { AS restoreFrom(OS) } 
            Goal restoreFrom(OS) False 
          end 
          else { AS restoreFrom(OS) } False end 
    end 
end 
```

Fig. 4. The engine of the DFL interpreter

10Typing constraints in the DFL program are object of precompilation.
create Top from UrObject
% general attr + methods
attr check: nil
meth checkIn(X ?'B')
case \{MemberB X \@check\} then
<<checkOut(X)>> B = False
else check <- X?@check B = True end
end
meth checkOut(X)
check <- \{FilterB \@check fun \{\$ Y\} X\_Y=Y end\} end
meth high(HOF ?F)
% specific (compiled) methods
case \{TypeB HOF symmetric\} then
F=fun \{\$ X\}
Y in
case \{ForSomeB \{FilterB \{SubType Top\}\}
\{InheritableB\}
fun \{\$ W\}
case \{Query W HOF\} X=Y then
W = Y True
else False end
end
then Y
else NoValue end
end
else F = NoValue end
end
end

Fig. 5. The Top class in the simple DFL program translated into Oz

Dynamic completion of the sort hierarchy is not (yet) supported in the compiler. The compiler design is under full development.

4. AUTOMATE TRANSLATION

A FIRST EXAMPLE

We resume the program in Figure 2.

Before explaining how translation works, let’s see the syntactic analysis result. Solving the goal\textsuperscript{11} “the girl is nice” \(\text{parse} \rightarrow Z\), generates the goal lists in Figure 8. Due to objective space limitations, this list is selective. Failed steps are omitted. It should be also understood that ning, for example, the clause \(C_5\) is followed by applying \(C_1\) and \(C_2\). (The last one is demanded by static type checking, see \(C_1\).

Note that when solving the \(G_3\) goal, the program is getting the \(g(\text{the}, \text{girl})\) as representation\textsuperscript{12} for “the girl”, with the following sign description:

\textsuperscript{11}Here and in the sequel, a string “a b c” will be assimilated with the list of literals [a][b][c] [a].

\textsuperscript{12}The functional symbol g, with arity 2, is automatically associated by the DFL interpreter to the clause \(C_1\) to identify – in the sense of F-logic, through Skolemization – the first value of the feature rule. Similarly, h is associated to the second value of the same feature.

create Person from Top
feat happy:
fun \{\$ X\}
Y = \{Query X friend\} in
if Y \_ NoValue then True
else False fi
end
end
create Albert from Person
feat friend: fun \{\$ X\} \end
end
create Lucy from Person
end
%

\textsuperscript{0} the IsA signature
IsA = [Person \#Top Albert \#Person Lucy \#Person
symmetric \#Top friend \#symmetric]

Fig. 6. Classes in the simple DFL program translated into Oz

NoValue = \{NewName\}
fun \{High Object Feature\}
F in \{Object high(Feature F)\} F
end
fun \{Checkln Object Feature\}
B in \{Object checkln(Feature B)\}
B \_ True
end
fun \{Query Object Feature\}
case \{MemberB Feature\}
\{Map \{Record.tolistInd Object\} fun \{\$ Y\_\} Y end\}
then \{Object Feature Object\}
else
G = \{High Object Feature\} in
case G \_ NoValue andthen \{Checkln Object Feature\}
then \{G Object\}
else NoValue end
end
end

Fig. 7. The Query\&High Protocol for DFL program execution

g(\text{the}, \text{girl})[ phon \rightarrow (\text{the}, \text{girl})
subcat \rightarrow nil
headDtr \rightarrow \text{girl}[cat \rightarrow \text{noun}
\text{gender} \rightarrow \text{fem}]
compDtr \rightarrow \text{the}]

Similarly for “is nice”, at G5, we obtain:

h(\text{is}, \text{nice})[ phon \rightarrow (\text{is}, \text{nice})
subcat \rightarrow (\_)
headDtr \rightarrow \text{is}[cat \rightarrow \text{verb}]
\text{compDtr} \rightarrow \text{nice}]

The subcat feature of h(\text{is}, \text{nice}) will be instantiated to (noun), cf. the subcategorization principle, C0, and C1.

And finally, for the whole sentence “the girl is nice”, the structure is:
The DF clauses designed to carry on translation are given in Figure 9. C8 translates sentences, while C9 and C10 do a similar job for verb phrases and respectively noun phrases.

C8: P: phrase[translate@l -> P: compDtr: translate@l + P: headDtr: translate@l] : [P: cat -> verb compDtr: cat -> noun].

C9: P: phrase[translate@l, Gen -> P: headDtr: translate@l] : [P: cat -> verb compDtr: cat -> noun].

C10: P: phrase[translate@l -> P: headDtr: translate@l, det] : [P: cat -> noun compDtr -> the].

Now, asking for translation?

"the girl is nice" [translate@fr -> X translate@ro -> Y],

the system will resume the precedent goal list, as shown in Figure 10.

G9: g(g(the, girl), h(is, nice)) nil [translate@fr -> X]

(+C8) G10: g(g(the, girl), translate@fr -> X1), h(is, nice) [translate@fr -> X2], X1 [append@X2 -> X].

(+C10, C9) G11: la fille nil [append@ est] jolie nil -> X]...

Fig. 8. Solving parsing
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So, the French translation is X = "la fille est jolie" and, similarly, the Romanian translation: Y = "fata este frumoasa".

5. Conclusions

We implement a nucleus for a demonstrative NLP/MT system. The accent is for now switched on to the computational resource investigation process. Expressivity for both a descriptive language (DFL) for HPKG implementation and the supporting programming environment - Oz - is of the first interest.

In fact, the main interest we set down while starting this project is just to be an open-minded guest into the interesting land newly created by the Oz language and computational model. Otherwise said:

- try to evaluate from different (language and implementation) perspectives the expressivity of its logic records;
- learn to abstract knowledge using its higher-order functionality;
- wisely increase constraints on stateless constructs while highly inheriting on stateful objects;
- let us come over partial knowledge by concurrently demanded computations.

To achieve all these above mentioned goals in the ground of MT became for us a truly CHALLENGER task!
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